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Studio Culture The Secret Life
And today is one such day (yay!) as Luca comes exclusively to Disney+, and is a charming feature, true of the spirit of the studio. To mark the occasion we had the pleasure in speaking to director ...
Enrico Casarosa and Andrea Warren on bringing Italian culture to life in Disney & Pixar s Luca
The actress, now eighty-nine, spent decades being typecast and belittled. In a new documentary, she tries to recover her story.
Rita Moreno Has Time Only for the Truth
For the team behind Luca, Pixar s latest film, the Covid-19 pandemic was that event. Luca was no longer just Pixar

s 26th animated feature; it became the studio

s first-ever project to be made ...

Inside Luca, the Studio Ghibli-inspired Italian Pixar film made entirely from home
Louis Menand s The Free World is a 700-plus-page intellectual history of the Cold War period that traces the opening of the American mind to new ideas in art, literature, politics, music, foreign ...
The Freeing of the American Mind
now the most photographed people in my life.

This summer, the company will pass into the hands of two employees, Harold Brown and Peter Blaikie, each of whom has been with the studio for over ...

The Story Behind the Photography Studio That Captured America
Victoria's Secret, facing backlash for its depiction/dictation of sex appeal, is doing an about-face with new faces: it has formed the VS Collective, featuring accomplished women such as soccer star ...
Athletes Megan Rapinoe, Eileen Gu tapped to reshape Victoria s Secret in massive rebranding effort
Ball culture has been an underground phenomenon in the African-American and Latin American LGBTQ+ community for years, influencing popular culture from behind the scenes. HBO Max

s Legendary brings ...

Legendary Costume Designer Johnny Wujek On Making Wild Costumes And How Ballroom Celebrates Who We Authentically Are As Humans
Desus & Mero will make its post-lockdown studio comeback on Sunday, June 20, featuring special guest Lil Nas X. The late-night Showtime series, hosted by Desus Nice and The Kid ...
Desus & Mero Returns to Studio With Guest Lil Nas X
Andy Cohen called into the show Monday morning and revealed he was itching to sit on the King of All Media

s throne. The subject arose when Howard told co-host Robin Quivers hed ...

Andy Cohen Contemplated Sneaking Into the Stern Show Studio to Sit in Howard s Chair
Under Downing Street proposals to be published this week, media regulator Ofcom would exercise the same authority over on-demand services as its does over traditional broadcasters.
No 10 plans to curb the power of Netflix and Amazon to give BBC and ITV a chance to compete after row over The Crown's royal fabrications
The shortest Pixar movie since Toy Story is also one of the most grounded and enjoyable coming-of-age stories the studio has ever told.
Luca Review: Pixar s Refreshing Summer Treat Channels the Spirit of Studio Ghibli
After years of anticipation and weeks of rumors, Apple has finally released the Beats Studio Buds. The existence of the secret headphones ̶ which Apple sleuths have been excitedly expecting since 2014 ...
Apple finally releases secret Beats Studio Buds headphones
Actor and comedian Kevin Hart touted his success and told his critics their hate

fuels

him after he made headlines earlier this week for an expletive-filled rant against cancel culture.

Kevin Hart rips critics after cancel culture remarks: The hate/slander fuels me to do more
Beats Studio Buds are available for $150. With features like Noise Cancellation and Transparency, they could be the best option for buyers.
Review: Beats Studio Buds pack an impressive punch in a compact design
Geared toward iOS and Android users, the new noise-canceling $150 Beats Studio Buds deliver good sound quality and voice-calling capabilities in an excellent design. But Apple users may not be ...
Beats Studio Buds review: Better sound than AirPods Pro but missing some key features
Ivara as well as the representatives of the information, culture and tourism minister and ... about two and half months later and made his secret plans for an escape unnecessary.
AT 92, ABAYOMI BARBER S STILL THE MAN OF THE MOMENT
They met for the first time in the studio when Gaga was just 21 ... "She can distill what's going on in culture and (her fans') struggles into something that's palatable. It's delicious but ...
Lady Gaga's 'Born This Way' at 10: How Bruce Springsteen, 'Eyes Wide Shut' inspired the album's biggest songs
One of the biggest challenges was the work-life balance, Veerasunthorn says ... region often overlooked in mainstream popular culture ‒ Southeast Asia, which Disney was yet to explore ...
Inside Raya and the Last Dragon, Disney's celebration of Southeast Asian culture
No Rules Rules: Netflix and the Culture of Reinvention ... a nearby basement studio apartment so the agents could use the bathroom. While former US presidents enjoy Secret Service protections ...
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